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                             PUBLIC NOTICE: 

 
NOTIFICATION OF REPAIR WORK TO THE EXIT SIDE AUTOMATIC BOOM 

BARRIER AT FORBES BORDER POST 27 MAY 2023 TO 5 JUNE 2023 
 

The Zimbabwe Revenue Authority (ZIMRA) wishes to advise all travellers, importers, 

exporters, transporters, clearing agents and the general public that there will be repair 

work to the Automatic High-Rapid Speed Boom Barrier at Forbes Border Post for a 

period of 10 days from 27 May 2023 to 5 June 2023. These repairs, which require 

the temporary closure of the exit channel from Zimbabwe towards Mozambique, will 

have an impact on the border post’s traffic handling capacity during the indicated 

period. The eastbound traffic lane will be closed to all traffic to pave way for the repair 

work. 

To manage the effects of this disruption, a temporary bypass road will be constructed to 

facilitate movement of all exit traffic through Forbes Border Post. This bypass will also 

take up additional and significant portions of the current working and parking space. 

Measures will be in place to minimize the impact of the overall exercise. 

All stakeholders are requested to comply with traffic directions and instructions given by 

the officials on the ground who have been tasked with managing the effective 

movement of both incoming and outgoing traffic during the specified period.  

The Authority regrets any inconvenience caused to all valued stakeholders but believes 

that these repairs are necessary, as they will go a long way in assuring efficient and 

effective traffic management once the planned work has restored service to the affected 

point. The Zimbabwe Revenue Authority remains committed to ensuring that the impact 

of the planned work will be minimal to ensure effective business continuity.   

Should any stakeholder experience challenges related to these processes during the 

affected period, the Station Management team whose names and contact details are 

given below will be available to intervene and assist: 

 Mr C. G. Marekera +263712424745 

 Mr C. Chaukura +263772403623  

 Mr H. Nyamuromba   +263712618600   

 Mr.  S. Barangwe +263772286341 
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 Contact Centre 08688007614 
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